
PADUA: its origins  

The  city  of  St.  Anthony  and  seat  of  Italy's  second  oldest  university  in  Italy,  PADUA

(PADOVA for the locals) is also the site of one of the most remarkable works of Giotto in

northern Italy.

The  dynamic  student  town,  with  its  arcaded  streets  and  beautiful  medieval  centre,

deserves at least a day trip from the lagoon of Venice (37 kms from Venice).

PATAVIUM the ancient name of the city, was founded by the Veneti tribes of the northeast

before the Romans arrived. In AD 602 it was conquered by the Lombard invaders. The

city grew again as a powerful and wealthy city state between the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries under the Da Carrara family.

During this period many artists such as Giotto, Dante and Petrarca were attracted here.

The same Carraresi clan set up the “STUDIUM” (university) in 1222.

Unfortunately this powerful family's territorial ambitions led to conflict with Venice and in

1405 the city lost its independence and was conquered by the Venetian republic.

Nevertheless PADUA kept its importance as artistic and intellectual centre of this area:

Donatello and Mantegna both worked here and in the seventeenth century Galileo taught

at the local university when the medical faculty was one of the most ambitious in Europe.

When  Venice's  power  fell,  the  city  passed  to  Napoleon  who  handed  it  over  to  the

Austrians, and only in 1866 was annexed to Italy.

During II World War  it was totally bombed and soon afterwards largely and completely

reconstructed.



THE CITY

By  looking  at  the  map  here  included,  we  suggest  you  the  best  concise  way  to  visit

PADUA's main attractions, especially if you have not enough time.

From the train station, the Corso del Popolo and Corso Garibaldi lead south towards the

centre  of  the  city,  passing  after  a  short  distance  we find  the  Scrovegni  Chapel  (049-

2010020) and the Musei Civici Eremitani (049-8204550).

According to many art lovers, the Giotto frescos in the chapel are the reason for coming to

PADUA. Scrovegni commissioned this masterpiece as a resting place for his father who

was so vicious that he denied a Christian burial. As soon as the walls were built, Giotto

was paied to cover them with illustrations of the life of Mary, the life of Jesus and the story

of the Passion. 

The finished fresco cycle is one of the painter's highest demonstrations of his talent.

Near the chapel the Musei Civici and the church of the Eremitani dating early fourteenth

century,  completely  bombed  in  1944  (its  Mantegna  frescos  near  total  destroyed)  and

slowly rebuilt.

HISTORIC CENTRE

Through via VIII Febbraio, you simply arrive to the famous university (1222) housed in the

Palazzo Bo',  which is the second oldest  university in Italy after  Bologna.  Europe's first

anatomy theatre was opened here and Galilei himself taught for a period.



A little way up from the university, on the left the Pedrocchi Cafe' which used to be the

city's main intellectual cafe' since late 1800. Not far from it the two famous Piazza della

Frutta (Fruit Place) and Piazza delle Erbe (Vegetable Place), both sites of the city daily

markets. A short break for a cappuccino or a spritz (local drink) taken in one of the bars

lined along the Piazzas might be a good idea. The Palazzo della Ragione or simply the

Salone, a beautiful Gothic palace  stands between the 2 piazzas and dominates them.

West from here you  find another interesting piazza: its name is Piazza dei Signori.

South of this last piazza is the city's Duomo and its Romanesque Baptistry built by the

Carraresi with fresco cycle by De' Menabuoi.

More south from the old centre, stands the Basilica del Santo (St. Anthony's Basilica) or

simply the Santo for natives here containing the Saint's tomb which attracts thousand and

thousand of  pilgrims from all  over the world.  Its construction began in1232.  Inside the

saint's relics. The Gattamelata equestrian statue which dominates the basilica's square is

a masterpiece  of Donatello such as some sculptures inside the church.



A way to relax for a while after this visit, is no doubt the visit to the Orto Botanico, the

oldest  botanic gardens in Europe.It  was planted by the university medical  faculty as a

collection of medical herbs. Nowadays the UNESCO proclaimed it humanity's heritage.

A litlle bit  south  to the Basilica, the Prato della Valle claimed the largest town square in

part covered with grass where especially in Summer it is  nice to have a walk or sit and

read a book.

One  of  its  sides  is  fronted  by  the  sixteenth  century  basilica  of  Santa  Giustina  which

deserves a visit.

 

PADUA: how to find a place to stay

The main Tourist Office is in front of the railway station (049-8752077): smaller branches

operate  at  Piazzetta  Pedrocchi  (049-8767927)  facing the  back of  the  same Pedrocchi

Cafe' and in front of saint Anthony's Basilica (this office is opened from April to October

049-8753087).

These offices have long lists of  different  stars hotels.  A few years ago it  was infinitely

simpler to find an inexpensive room in Padua than in Venice: the average cost is still lower

but availability can be a problem as ever more people use Padua as a base from which to

visit its overcrowded neighbour.

If  you  are  here  in  high season,  be prepared for  a  slightly  protracted  search.  Budget

alternatives are “Bed and Breakfast” style accomodation in family house and the youth

hostel in via Aleardi.

The nearest campsite is in MONTEGROTTO TERME (strada Romana Aponense 104),

served by frequent trains which take around 15 minutes to arrive.



These  Tourist  Offices  give  up-to-date  information  on  exibitions,  special  events  and

bus/train  timetable.  The  free  city  map  distributed  by  them  can  be  helpful  for  general

orientation.

A good idea might  be  the  Sightseeing bus  tour  of  the  city  from the  train  station  with

intermediate  stops.  The  Tourist  Office  also  has  an  audio  tour  on  CD (Sound  touring

PADUA) for you to download on to your I-Pod.

“The more you use it the more you save” is the slogan of PADOVA CARD which offers

various benefits included in its price and of course can be very helpful for anyone who

wants to see the city by using public means of transportation.

PadovaCard is your passport to the city of Padova and its surroundings. It offers free or reduced

access to a host of monuments and attractions as well as public transport and parking-places.

The card gives free access to the civic museums of Padua; Scrovegni Chapel (except booking

fee),  Eremitani  Civic Museum, Ragbte Palace, S. George Oratory, S. Michele Oratory, Caffe

Pedrocchi-Piano Nobile,  and Petrarcn's  House.  The  use  of  public  transport  and  parking  at

selected parking places is also free. It offers reductions and discounts on visits to the places of

great interest in  Padua and Province, like museums, villas, historical gardens, castles, on boat

trips, bed&breakfast accomodation, guided tows, shopping. PadovaCard is your invitation from

the city to visit Padua and its surroundings: we look forward to welcoming all visitors and having

you as our guest at Padova.

The Card:

•  is valid for 48 hours (the whole week-end if issued on Friday) from date and time of

issue

•  is personal, non transferable and no refund if lost or stolen

•  is valid for one adult and one child under 12

•  must be shown, when asked by the ticket inspector, with an identity card

•  is valid only if fully filled out

Price: € 13,00



Short excursions south of PADUA

A few kilometres  to  the  southwest  of  Padua,  the  Colli  Euganei  (Euganean  Hills)  rise

abruptly out  of  the plans.  Between Padua and the Hills,  lie the spa towns of  ABANO
TERME and  MONTEGROTTO TERME which  for  much  of  the  year  are  crowded  with

people  looking  for  cures  or  beauty  treatment  from  the  radioactive  waters  and  mud

baths.Largely composed of big and expensive modern hotels,  these are places to visit

also for their expensive shops and boutiques, bars restaurants and night life. 

A  car  is  a  great  advantage  for  exploring  the  Hills  proper,  as  buses  are  few and  far

between.

The gem of this area is the medieval village of ARQUA' PETRARCA, most easily reached

by  bus  from  ESTE  or  MONSELICE.  From  Padua  not  many  buses  leave.  The  poet

Petrarch (Petrarca) spent the last summer of his life here and this is where he died. His

house still stands and his desk and chair are still intact.Petrarch's sarcophagus is in the

center of the village.

MONSELICE

This  town well  situated  in  the  rail  network  connecting  Bologna  to  Venice  is  far  more

accessible than the villages near to Padua. It is mainly known for its Ezzelino Castle or Ca'

Marcello dating back to the eleventh century.Another peculiarity of MONSELICE are the 7

churches of  Rome, arranged as a line of  six chapels leading up to the Church of  San

Giorgio at the top. It is a a religious belief that sinners could earn forgiveness by praying

their way up to San Giorgio where mummified corps of martyred saints are arranged in

wood and glass cabinets. By train it takes nearly 20 minutes from PADUA.

ESTE

Just ten minutes train ride from MONSELICE, another medieval town ESTE is the best

base from which to roam around the Euganean Hills: This village is well known not only for

its ceramic productions, but also for its Carraresi Castle, parts of which went to build the

nearby sixteenth- century palace that now houses the Museo Nazionale Atestino with an

interesting display of pre Roman artefacts and Roman remains. A special suggestion for

British tourists:  pay a visit to Villa Kunkler where Byron lived for a year or so in 1817.

Shelley also stayed there for a short period.



MONTAGNANA      

About 12 kilometres west of ESTE rises MONTAGNANA, whose pride is its medieval city

walls raised by Ezzelino da Romano: these walls which are nearly 2 kilometres long, with

24 towers and 4 gates are among the finest  medieval fortifications in Italy.  Every first

Sunday of September its Palio takes place: it is a poor relative of the costumed horse

races in Siena, but very well performed and with a beautiful firework display at the end of

the day.


